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Preface e 

Thiss thesis records the research that I conducted between 2001 and 2005, as a member 
off  the cluster Modelling, Analysis and Simulation of the Centrum voor Wiskunde en 
Informaticaa (CWI) in Amsterdam. 

Numerouss people have contributed to the realization of this thesis. In the first 
placee I would like to thank my promotor Jan Verwer for the many things I learned from 
him.. for the freedom he gave me in doing my research and for his advice concerning 
thiss work. It has been a real pleasure to work with Jan and I am very grateful he 
gavee me the opportunity to work on this project. 

Fromm the Vrij e Universiteit I would like to thank Arjen van Ooyen for his discus-
sionss on axon guidance modelling, writing a paper together, and letting me experience 
thee communication problems that arise when two specializations start to collaborate. 
Inn this context I am also grateful to Jaap van Pelt from the Netherlands Institute for 
Brainn Research. I always felt very welcome when visiting the NIBR for discussions 
withh Jaap and Arjen and when I needed material for a presentation. Jaap sent me 
veryy nice movies of growing axons. I also would like to thank Jens Lang of Darm-
stadtt University of Technology for his help on using the software package Kardos. 
Hee delivered valuable background information on the architecture of the software. I 
thankk Odo Diekmann for some valuable input concerning the modelling of biological 
phenomena. . 

II  would like to thank Ger Ramakers of the NIBR for providing the axon pictures 
thatt I used for the cover of this thesis. 

II  enjoyed working at CWI a lot. which can be largely subscribed to the many nice 
colleaguess I had. I should start with my roommate and 'buurman', Jason Frank. In 
thee beginning we shared a room, but when Jason became 'more important" he decided 
thatt he needed his own room. As a matter of fact I got my own room also, which is 
veryy exceptional for a PhD student at CWI. Therefore it was not a bad development 
att all and. actually, not much of a change either. Jason kept walking into my room 
veryy often, starting to read phrases from his 'taalkalender'. writing something on my 
whiteboardd or sharing one of his being-father-experiences with me. Jason, thanks for 
beingg my colleague for the past four years, and in particular for your help and advice 
onn numerical issues. In this regard I am also grateful to Ben Sommeijer for helpful 
discussionss in the first year of my PhD study. 

Inn such a job spending hours behind your monitor, some exercise every now and 
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thenn can keep you going. Therefore I am very grateful to Mervyn Lewis and Joke 
Blomm for playing table tennis once and a while and to Herman te Riele for organizing 
thee table tennis tournament. Also I would like to thank Pieter Jan "t Hoen. David 
Echeverria,, and many others for playing squash every nowr and then. 

Justt for being nice colleagues I thank Carolynne Montijn, Daniel Benden and 
Michaell  Smeding and further everybody of MAS. 

Finally,, I am very grateful to my parents, brothers, Marsha's family and, of course, 
Marsha,, who supported me all the way and made the last four years worthwhile. 
Marsha,, thank you for just being there. 

Johanness Krottje 


